Abstract. An asymptotic theory for weakly nonlinear, highly oscillatory systems of ordinary differential equations leads to methods which are suitable for accurate computation with large time steps. The theory is developed for systems of the form Z = (A(t)/e)Z + H(Z,t).
1. Introduction. Mathematical modeling of a chemical, electrical, mechanical or biological process often leads to a differential system whose Jacobian has at least one eigenvalue with either a large negative real part or a large imaginary part. Even when the underlying structure is quite complicated, one generally can analyze the stiffness of such a system through the simple scalar equation: dy/dt = ay, t^ 0, Unless one is prepared to compute with an excessively small time step, most conventional numerical methods are ill-suited to the problem for reasons of stability or accuracy. For example, in Table 1 we consider several generic schemes as applied to the system (1.1) with mesh width h.
On considering the stiff limit (\ah\^ oo with Re{i//7} *£ 0), we find that the first method is unstable while the second and third are stable. Moreover, the solution of (lb) decays rapidly on the grid points, while the solution of (lc> can be characterized as grid oscillations. These observations do not contradict the general theory which has been developed for the nonstiff limit (|a/i|-> 0) but rather indicate that one cannot expect convergence in the stiff limit. Nevertheless, for Case I the solution of (lb) is qualitatively similar to the solution of the differential equation (1.1). Much has been made of this salient feature of the backwards Euler formulation, and many schemes with similar stability properties have been proposed for stiff problems of this type (see, for example, Lambert [15] and Kreiss [13] ). With the exception of a thin boundary layer, such problems have nicely behaved solutions. Our aim is a detailed numerical analysis of the highly oscillatory case (II), in which the rapid changes are expected to persist.
Since the fundamental work of Poincaré, mathematicians studying oscillatory phenomena have developed an extensive arsenal of perturbative techniques including multiscaling, averaging, and the near-identity transformation (see, for example, Kevorkian and Cole [12] , Nayfeh [24] , and Neu [23] ). For the most part, these tools are difficult to implement numerically since the analytic manipulations require a competence not to be expected of a collection of FORTRAN statements. However, a number of computational schemes have been proposed for certain restricted versions of the general problem, which has been characterized as "almost intractable" by C.
W. Gear [9] .
Many researchers have attempted to extrapolate the effects of the oscillations from grid point to grid point. For certain problems in which the high frequencies are known in advance, Gautschi [8] developed linear multistep methods which are exact for trigonometric polynomials up to a certain degree, and later Snyder and Fleming [28] proposed an aliasing technique applicable to Certaine's method for solving ordinary differential equations. Multirevolution methods [10] , [29] were first introduced by astronomers to calculate future satellite orbits by using some physical reference point such as a node, apogee or perigee; these ideas were further developed by Petzold [25] and Petzold and Gear [26] , whose methods extrapolate the effects of the oscillations for many cycles by first calculating for one cycle near each grid point. Fatunla [7] also introduced schemes designed to follow many cycles with each time step.
Others less concerned with the details of the oscillations have proposed filtering techniques designed to eliminate entirely the effects of the fast modes. In their study of linear problems with well-separated, slowly varying large frequencies, Amdursky and Ziv [3] used left and right eigenvectors corresponding to the high frequencies to project the solution onto the manifold of smooth components. Lindberg [16] used temporal filters to remove the grid oscillations resulting from the applications of the trapezoidal rule. More recently Kreiss [14] has shown that for a large class of linear and nonlinear problems oscillations can be suppressed by a proper choice of initial conditions. And finally G. Majda [17] has demonstrated that for the linear problem time-filtered solutions have the full accuracy of the filtering method as long as the system has constant coefficients, the fast and slow scales have been separated, or the initial data have been prepared by Kreiss's technique; otherwise, the computed solutions are only first-order accurate.
Since, for many problems, the effects of the oscillations cannot be blindly suppressed or crudely approximated, a number of analytical-numerical methods have been proposed to further exploit the underlying mathematical structure. Miranker and Hoppensteadt [11] , [18] , [19] analyzed the theoretical and practical difficulties of implementing a method of averaging for such problems; however, they only executed their strategy to solve linear equations with constant coefficients. Amdursky and Ziv [2] also studied the linear problem with slowly varying large frequencies by using a formulation similar to averaging. Nonlinear problems of the form (1.2) d\/dt= (A/e)\ + g(t,X), t>0.
were studied by Miranker and van Veldhuizen [20] , who introduced a Fourier expansion in the fast scale (f = t/e). Miranker and Wahba [18] , [21] also analyzed such oscillations by developing a calculus of stable averaging functionals to replace the standard point functionals of analysis.
While our approach is similar to this last group in that we use analytical as well as numerical techniques to calculate the solutions accurately, we treat nonlinear systems in considerably greater generality than has previously been attempted. To illustrate the approach, we first consider the scalar problem (1.3) u' = {ia/e)u + u2, t/(0, e) -u0, 0 < t < T, 0 < e « 1, where a is a nonzero real number and, in accordance with standard notation, e is a sufficiently small positive real number. The substitution
reduces the stiff system (1.3) to a formulation in which the right-hand side is bounded but rapidly oscillating:
(1.5) x' = e\p{iat/e)x2, x(0, e) = x0 = u0, 0<t<T.
In this introduction we refer to terms with factors such as exp(('a//e) as oscillatory; terms without such factors are called nonoscillatory. For sufficiently small e system (1.5) can be solved explicitly by separation of variables
For less tractable equations, or course, this method is unworkable, and solutions must be uncovered by more general techniques. On investigating the dominant balance of (1.5), we intuitively expect the rapidly oscillating terms to be less important, and accordingly in Section 4 we demonstrate that (1.7) max |jc(/, e) -x0\ = 0(e). t
This analysis leads to an obvious change of variables:
(1.8) x' = exp(iat/e)[(x2l/e) + 2x0x + ex2], x(0, e) = 0, x = x0 + ex.
The 0(\/e) oscillatory term cannot be neglected; however, after the substitution ( Thus, the first-order approximation to the solution of (1.5) is given by (1.13) x = x0 + e(w{(t)+y](t, e)) + 0(e2), where w,(i) is nonoscillatory andt^/i, e) is oscillatory. We systematically develop this methodology for nonlinear systems in Sections 2, 3, and 4, where the balancing of terms is justified by a functional Newton iteration. Integration by parts yields the first oscillatory correction as in (1.9), whereupon the elimination of secondary terms determines the first nonoscillatory correction as in (1.12) . When this procedure is repeated after linearization, corrections of higher order are likewise generated; the solution is then represented by an asymptotic expansion of the form (1.14) x(t,e) ~2K(0 +yk(t,e))ek, k where each wk(t) is bounded and nonoscillatory and each yk(t, e) is bounded and oscillatory. We characterize the terms of (1.14) as the solutions of equations which are easily resolved with a large time step, that is, a time step which need not be small compared with e. Given this asymptotic representation for the solution, we develop in Section 5 a formal procedure which generates the terms of the series so that repeated linearizations are unnecessary; moreover, our formalism is well-suited to computational implementation since the analytic manipulations are simply the Taylor expansions of polynomials. Our approach is conceptually similar to the generalized method of averaging as developed by Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky [4] .
One can treat problems with variable coefficients in a similar fashion. For example, we consider a nonautonomous variant of (1.5), (1.15) x' = exp(ia(t)/e)x2, x(0,e)=xo, 0 < t < T, The right-hand side of (1.18) can be integrated by parts to give an asymptotic expansion
and after the substitution of (1.19) into (1.17) we have an expansion of the form given in (1.14). Without the assumption (1.16) this procedure is unworkable because the mathematical structure of F(t, e) changes significantly over any interval where a'(t) vanishes. This behavior characterizes the general theory, where the expansions first may become nonuniform and then eventually break down entirely due to the failure of integration by parts.
In a future paper we shall extend our results so as to handle these circumstances, which can be described mathematically as a turning point or physically as a passage through resonance. In general, however, if there is no well-defined separation between the frequencies of the fast and slow modes of a system, then one is not really solving a problem with different time scales.
2. Reduction to the Nonstiff Formulation. We consider the general system (2.1) Z'={A(t)/e)Z + H{Z,t), Z(0, e) = Z0, 0 < í < 7\ 0<e«l, where:
(ii) Z0 is independent of e.
(iii) H(Z, t) has components which are polynomial in the components of Z with /-dependent coefficients in C(t) (p > 0).
(iv) The matrix A(t) is in diagonal form with purely imaginary entries:
Here A(t){k) is the /cth component of the vector A(i), and C(t) is the set of all i-dependent functions with p continuous derivatives. In this paper | f | denotes the maximum norm of the vector f. If the nonlinearities are not polynomial, then one often can make local approximations to achieve this form. In any case smoothness requirements appear to be necessary for both the independent and the dependent variables. The assumption on the diagonal structure of A(t) is needed to guarantee a bound on the growth of the solution. For example, the matrix (2.3) has eigenvalues (2.4)
Thus,if A(t) has such Jordan structure, then an 0(1) perturbation of the system will cause the solution to become unbounded as (2.5) e-0.
We also note that a smooth g-dependency in the coefficients and the initial conditions is possible although this adds no significant features to the theory. This system can be transformed to a formulation in which the coefficients are bounded but some are rapidly oscillating. x(0,e) =1, x2 = xu 0<t < T.
For the general case, let Se(t, s) be the solution operator of the reduced system (2.1); in fact, we can write (2.13) St(t,s) = diag \exp (f'Xk(r)dr)/t Thus, with the change of variables (2.14) X=5e(i,0)_lZ, we reach a system in which the coefficients are bounded but some are rapidly oscillating:
Here the forms of the coefficients are given by (i) X0 = Z() is independent of e.
(ii)g,(X, t, e)<" = l]aIJ(t)e:xp[BIJ(t)/e]plj(X).
(iii)gII(X,0(,) = 27<7(0?,7(X).
(v)/n(0(,) = h,(t).
(vi) {ß,7(0,4,(0, cu(t), ht(t)) CCP(t).
Pi ¡0Í) and <7,7(X) are monomials of positive degree in the components of X; 5, (i)/e and G, (r)/e can be represented by «-vector scalar products of the form
where N is a constant «-vector with integral components and the elements of P(i) are given by (2.17) P(0(,)=/\(*)<fc. where K is some positive constant. K/e is then a measure of the stiffness of the system. This last assumption arises out of the necessity for some concrete specification as to the meaning of "fast oscillations"; moreover, this restriction must be maintained in subsequent levels of analysis. Functions which have the form given by (iv) and which satisfy (2.19) The strength of the restriction (2.19) also allows us to define the leading-order antiderivative of any oscillatory function through the linear operator
where the 0(e) notation is to be interpretated in terms of the maximum norm. Our aim is to characterize the solution of the system (2.15) in terms of these concepts. Thus, the function i(t, e) is said to be decomposable if it is of the form (2.25) i(t,e) = 2(Wk(t) + Yk(t,e)y, k where each \k(t, e) is strictly oscillatory and each WA(/) is strictly nonoscillatory. And likewise f(t, e) is said to be decomposable to 0(em) if (2.26) i(t, e) = 2(W*(r) + \k(t, e))e* + 0(e"'+'), k where each \k(t, e) is strictly oscillatory and each W¿(?) is strictly nonoscillatory. The characterization of the solution of (2.15) in terms of such an asymptotic expansion stands as the major goal of this paper; the breakdown of this decomposability principle corresponds to a violation of (2.19), whereupon turning-point techniques are necessary.
3. Hierarchy for the Linear Problem. Since our treatment is based on a functional Newton iteration, we first discuss the linear problem X' = A,(t, e)\ + An(t)X + ft(f, e) + f"(f), * " ' X(0, e) = X0; 0<t<T, 0<e«l,
where the subscript I denotes a strictly oscillatory function and the subscript II denotes a strictly nonoscillatory function. We begin with a rather standard result on the stability of ordinary differential equations. 
G(X°,f, e) = G(V, t,e) + 0(e).
Therefore Xo is an e°-approximate solution of the system (2.15). We now demonstrate that an em-approximate solution actually approximates the exact solution of the system. Theorem [4.2] . IfXm is an em-approximate solution of the system (2.15), then (4.6) max \Xm(t, e) -X(t, e)| = 0(em+ '), t where X(t, e) is the solution of(2.\5).
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Proof. Consider the (n + l)-dimensional space <% = {(x,f) 3|x-Xm|<S, o</< r}, where 8 is some arbitrary positive constant. By our assumptions on X'" and the system (2.15), we conclude that for some positive constants Kt and K2 we have: (i) G(x, t, e) is continuous in °D;
(ii) | G(x, t, e)|< Kt inóD;
(iii)|G(x,, t, e) -G(x2, t, e)|< K^x, -x2| in fy. Note that the Lipschitz condition (iii) is guaranteed even though the ¿-derivatives of G(x, t, e) are unbounded as e -» 0. We now introduce a sequence of Picard iterates: Since Sf(0,0) = /, by (2.13), the initial condition for Wm+, is actually independent of e. By our construction Xm+I and (Xm + I)' approximate X and X', respectively, to within 0(em '2). Thus, we have The three additional assumptions of the theorem guarantee that the other terms are likewise decomposable. The smoothness conditions for these terms are satisfied since the terms must be algebraic combinations of terms which meet those requirements. Thus, provided the conditions of the theorem are met, we have decomposability to the next order.
Solution by Formal Expansion/Computational
Examples. Under the assumptions of the preceding section, one can approximate the solution of the system (2.15) by an expansion whose terms are solutions of equations which can be treated by standard numerical techniques. In principle Theorem [4.3] can be applied repeatedly until the decomposability argument breaks down. However, provided the asymptotic form of the solution is guaranteed, one can generate the corresponding equations by a formal procedure so that repeated linearizations are unnecessary. First we introduce a fast time scale (5.1) r = */e, X = X, + (l/e)Xf, and we accordingly reformulate the system (2.15):
(5 2) X' = gl(X' '' L e) + 8ll(X'l) + fl(í' ^ e) + fn(0' X(0, e) = X0, 0<e«l, 0 < t < T, with the appropriate modifications of the conditions on the coefficients: (i) X0 is independent of e;
(ii)gl(X, t, ?, e)<" = 2yfl,7(f)exp[fi,v(eOA]/',7(X).
(iii)gn(X,0(,) = V'/'H/X). To extend the nomenclature of the previous section we call terms of the form (iv) strictly oscillatory ( of class p ), and we call terms of the form (iii) strictly nonoscillatory (of class p). As before, subscript I denotes a strictly oscillatory function and subscript II denotes a strictly nonoscillatory function. The leading-order antiderivative of an oscillatory function is given by the linear operator
To maintain our formalism we must insist that ¿"-dependence occur only as in (iv). Thus, we must interpret the ¿"-derivative of an oscillatory function by the rule Xk = Yk(t,S,e) + V/k(t).
These assumptions assure that our formalism will not break down since our procedure is really a reworking of the decomposability argument of Theorem [4.3] . In correspondence to (4.2) let Ax(t, f, e) and Au(t) be (« X «) matrices whose (ml, w2) components are given by We now adopt a formai procedure to solve the system (5.11). First we expand each monomial as a power series in e; then we balance successive powers of e. Given that on the /cth level we have previously determined X0,X,,... ,Xk_] and YA, we balance the 0(e*) terms by the following rules: I. Determine WA(r) to eliminate all terms which are strictly nonoscillatory. This is essentially a secularity condition designed to eliminate powers of f in the expansion. The appropriate initial conditions are:
(5.12) Wo(0) = X0, WA(0) = -YA(0,0,e) (* > 0).
II. Determine \k+](t, f, e) by (5.7) to balance the remaining terms. We now illustrate this approach with two computational examples from the theory of nonlinear oscillations. For illustrative purposes we include the resulting algebra although, as we have previously noted, the analytical manipulations are conceptually simple enough to be computationally feasible. First we return to the nonlinear oscillator of Example (1) In phase space the solutions of (2.6) approach a stable limit cycle of approximate radius two. Thus, in Figure 1 we plot the resulting approximation to the amplitude
as a function of the rescaled time variable t, and also we plot the approximate curve of (5.26) *M=y(t/e) in Figure 2 . In both cases we have linearly interpolated the amplitudes and the phases between grid points to achieve full plotting accuracy. In the second two columns of N is the number of the grid point. tN is the value of t at the Nth grid point.
One likewise can apply these techniques to systems of coupled nonlinear oscillators. The following extensively analyzed system is taken from the theory of stellar orbits in a galaxy (see, for example, Kevorkian and Cole [12]):
( 5 28) T" + fl2/"' = "*' A-2" + /'2'-2 = 2erlr2, r,(0. e) = 1, r2(0.e)=l, r¡(0, e) = 0, r2'(0, e) = 0, 0 < e < 1, 0 < f"< T/e.
Here r] stands for the radial displacement of the orbit of a star from a reference circular orbit, and r2 stands for the deviation of the orbit from the galactic plane.
With the change of variables Once again the full /-dependence of the system can be restored by (5.1). In the original system variables we have: z\ = Re{exp(-z£>,} \t=l/e, z2 = Im{exp(-tf )*i} |f=i/e, z3 = Re(exp(-z'f/2)x3} |f=,/e, z4 = Im{exp(-zf/2)x3} \t=l/e. Now we can apply the same approximation techniques to this system, which is characterized by the energy integral (5.47) £(0 = (a2/2)(z2 + z\) + (b2/2){z2 + z2) -ez,z\ = E0.
The sharing of this energy between the two oscillators is illustrated in Figure 3 , where we have plotted our numerical approximations to the leading-order energy functions Once again we have linearly interpolated the amplitudes and phases between the grid points. In the last two columns of Table 2 we compare the computed grid values with the accepted function values, which were computed with double-precision accuracy by means of a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a time step (5.49) « = 10"4.
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